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O

nce upon a time in Newfoundland there lived a
little group of fairies. They lived together, traveled
the world together, and shared everything with one
another. A group like this is called a Baily. This Baily
welcomed all types of fairies to their group, as long as
they respected some important rules, such as: every
member of the group is equal and no member goes
before another; all ideas must be voted on; and of
course, no hurting of other members with your actions
or words.
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The rules let the
group live in harmony
and happiness for
thousands of years.
They traveled the
countryside making
discoveries and
having fun, as well as
playing little tricks on
the humans, as fairies
are inclined to do.
One day, a young
fairy named
Sparrow noticed the
adults discussing
someone’s idea (the
idea in question
was whether the
baskets they used for berry collection should be re-made
because they are about 200 years old, and many have
holes). They sat on two long rows of toadstools like they
always did. The fairy on the end, named Clover, was
counting the votes, but he couldn’t see one fairy, named
Pippy, who was on the last toadstool, far away at the
end, and very small. So he missed her vote.
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“It’s a tie,” Clover declared. “We must vote again
tomorrow.”
Sparrow frowned. Pippy had voted ‘no,’ and if Clover
had seen her then it wouldn’t have been a tie. It would
have been a ‘no.’ Sparrow was worried and confused.
Had anyone else seen this? What should he do?
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Everyone began to fly off towards their various
destinations. Some were off to make daisy chains in the
meadows. Others to gather food for the afternoon feast.
Sparrow flew as fast as he could to the wishing stream,
where all the young fairies played, to tell his friend Lilly
what he’d seen. Lilly always knew what to do.
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“Oh dear,” said Lilly in her knowing voice. They walked
away from the stream, and left the other young fairies to
talk alone.
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“The vote won’t be fair unless all fairies’ votes are
counted,” said Lilly. “Let’s go back to the toadstools
and see if any of the grownups are still there.”
Sparrow and Lilly flew as fast as they could. When they
reached the toadstools everyone had gone but Pippy,
who was on janitor duty, dusting off the toadstools, and
mopping up the water that somebody spilled.
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“Pippy,” said Lilly, landing beside her on an empty
toadstool, “Sparrow saw that your vote wasn’t
counted!”
“I know,” said Pippy sadly. “It happens a lot. Because
we all sit in a line not everyone can see everyone. The
people at the head of the line act like they’re in charge,
and I’m quite small so my vote is often missed.”
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“That’s awful!”
said Sparrow.
“We have to do
something!”
“The whole point
of this Baily is
that everyone
votes on what
they want to do
and it’s fair,” said
Lilly. “This isn’t
fair. We have to
tell Clover he
missed you.”
Sparrow got
very upset when
things weren’t
fair. He darted off
as soon as Lilly
spoke. He flew as fast as a dragonfly, and was out of
sight before Lilly could go after him. He found Clover
collecting nuts for the afternoon feast.
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“Hello Clover,” he called.
“Why, hello Sparrow,” said Clover. “What is a young
fairy such as yourself doing here, when you should be
off playing?”
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“I need to tell
you something
important,” said
Sparrow.
“Well I’m a little
busy dear,” said
Clover walking
away towards
the food log
where they
stored the nuts.
“We can talk
later, perhaps,
at the afternoon
feast.”
Sparrow worried
it would be too
late then, so he
blurted out what
he needed to say. “You didn’t count Pippy’s vote.”
Clover looked up. “Are you saying I disobeyed the laws
of the Baily?”
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“No,” said Sparrow. “I mean you did, but…”
Clover was very offended. “I would never!” he
interrupted. “Those are not the accusations a young
fairy should be making!” Clover looked very upset.
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Sparrow didn’t want to make Clover sad or mad, and
he didn’t know how he was going to get Clover to listen
to him now. So he said, “Maybe I was wrong,” and flew
away. He found Lilly by the rose garden, and rushed to
tell her what had happened.
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“Oh Sparrow,” said Lilly. “I think it would be best to use
different words. Saying ‘You didn’t count Pippy’s vote’
sounds like you’re blaming Clover for the situation, and
nobody likes to be blamed. We should use the sandwich.”
“The sandwich? What sandwich?” asked Sparrow.
“It’s a way to tell someone something they don’t want to
hear,” said Lilly. “Remember when we were learning to
fly? The teacher always told us one good thing we did,
then something we needed to work on, then another good
thing. That way you didn’t feel bad about yourself. The
good stuff is like the bread and the bad stuff, the meat,
lettuce and other stuff on the inside.”
“I see,” said Sparrow, who didn’t really get it. “But I like
the stuff on the inside more than the bread.”
Lilly laughed. “It could be a sandwich with candy on the
outside and spinach on the inside if that helps you picture
it,” she said. “You wouldn’t mind eating spinach if it was
surrounded with candy.”
Sparrow liked that, and the young fairies flew off at once,
their excitement making them fly faster than ever. As they
flew Lilly said, “I think you should apologize first, that
would get us started in a good place.”
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When they found Clover, he still looked a little upset.
“Clover,” said Sparrow, “I’d like to apologize for accusing
you. I didn’t mean to make you feel bad at all.”
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“Thank you, Sparrow,” said Clover. “Sometimes I can
over react.”
“You are wonderful at keeping order in the group,” said
Lilly.
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“Oh, thank you,” said Clover, blushing, and smiling for
the first time since they started speaking to him. “I mean,
I do try to keep us organized.”
“But,” said Lilly, “because of the way the seats were
arranged, you accidentally missed Pippy’s vote. But, we
know you’ll know how to make it right.”
“I think I do,” said Clover. “Well… I know what I’ll do.
I’ll apologize to Pippy, like you apologized to me. I’ll
acknowledge my mistake, and I’ll fix the vote. And I’ll…
I’ll fix the seating arrangement.”
“That’s wonderful!” said Lilly, jumping and twirling in the
air with happiness.
“Why don’t we arrange the toadstools in a circle,”
suggested Sparrow. “That way everyone can see
everyone else. No one’s at the head, or more
important.”
“That’s it!” said Clover. “A fairy ring!”
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To this day, fairies still use fairy rings. Not only in this
Baily but in many others, as well. They have become so
important to the fairies they have put spells on them so
that humans can’t disturb them. So, if you ever see a
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fairy ring do not step inside because the fairies will not
like that very much. Instead, think about why fairies use
fairy rings. The fairy ring can teach you something, too.
The End
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